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Abstract
Parallel communicating grammar systems (PC grammar systems, in short) are language gen-
erating devices consisting of several context-free grammars which work synchronously on their
own sentential forms and communicate the generated strings to each other by request. These
systems with eleven components are known to have the power of the Turing machines. We
considerably improve this result, proving that %ve components su=ce in order to generate any
recursively enumerable language.
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1. Introduction
The notion of a parallel communicating grammar system (a PC grammar system, in
short) was introduced in [8] as a formal language theoretic framework for parallel and
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distributed computation. A PC grammar system consists of several component gram-
mars which derive their own sentential forms in parallel. During the derivation the
components communicate their sentential forms to each other by request. For this pur-
pose, so-called query symbols are provided which are associated with the components
of the system and indicate that communication has to be performed. According to the
way of communication, two types of PC grammar systems are distinguished, namely
the so-called returning systems and the so-called non-returning systems. (For details,
see De%nition 3.) The language of the system is the set of terminal words generated
in the way sketched above by a distinguished component, called the master.
As it is shown in [3,7], PC grammar systems with context-free components generate
all recursively enumerable languages. According to [7], the number of components
needed to generate a given language depends on the language itself, thus, this number
can be arbitrarily large. In [3], however, the number of the components is bounded:
PC grammar systems with at most eleven component grammars are shown to be able
to generate any recursively enumerable language. (We should note, however, that [7]
deals with non-returning systems, while in [3] returning systems are discussed.)
Size complexity properties of context-free PC grammar systems are investigated fur-
ther in [1,4]. The results show a tradeoK between the number and the size of the
components of these constructs. In the case of the returning systems, if the number of
the components is not bounded, then to generate a recursively enumerable language
every component grammar needs to have at most seven rules and eight nonterminals.
But, if the number of the rules and the nonterminals can be arbitrarily large, then the
number of the components can be bounded.
In this paper we improve the bound on the number of necessary components given
in [3]. Namely we show that returning PC grammar systems with %ve context-free
components are su=cient in order to generate any recursively enumerable language.
2. Preliminaries
The reader is assumed to be familiar with formal language theory; for further infor-
mation we refer to [9].
The set of nonempty words over an alphabet V is denoted by V+; if the empty word,
, is included, then we use notation V ∗. A set of words L⊆V ∗ is called a language
over V . For a word w∈V ∗ and a symbol a∈V , we denote the length of w by |w|, and
the number of occurrences of a in w by |w|a. The families of context-free languages
and recursively enumerable languages are denoted by L(CF) and L(RE).
Let T = {a1; : : : ; an}; n¿1, be an alphabet. An Extended Post Correspondence (an
EPC, in short) is a pair
P = ({(u1; v1); : : : ; (um; vm)}; (za1 ; : : : ; zan));
where ui; vi; zaj ∈{0; 1}∗; 16i6m; 16j6n. The language represented by P is
L(P) = {aj1 : : : ajr ∈ T ∗| there are i1; : : : ; is ∈ {1; : : : ; m}; s¿ 1;
such that vi1 : : : vis = ui1 : : : uis zaj1 : : : zajr }:
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As it is shown in [6], for each recursively enumerable language L there exists an EPC
P such that L(P)=L.
It is clear that this statement remains true if the words ui; vi; zaj ; 16i6m; 16j6n,
are de%ned over the alphabet {1; 2}. In the sequel, we will use this modi%ed version of
the EPC because it provides a one-to-one correspondence between the strings and the
numerical values they express. For any u∈{1; 2}∗, let us denote by val(u) the value
represented by u considered as a number in the base three notation.
Now we recall the de%nition of a parallel communicating grammar system from [8];
for more information we refer to [2,5].
Denition 1. A parallel communicating grammar system with n components is an
(n+3)-tuple =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn); n¿1, where N is a nonterminal alphabet, T is
a terminal alphabet, and K = {Q1; : : : ; Qn} is an alphabet of query symbols. N; T , and
K are pairwise disjoint sets. Gi =(N ∪K; T; Pi; Si); 16i6n, called a component of ,
is a usual Chomsky grammar with the nonterminal alphabet N ∪K , terminal alphabet
T , set of rewriting rules Pi, and axiom (or start symbol) Si. One of the components,
Gi, is distinguished and called the master grammar (or the master) of .
Denition 2. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn); n¿1, be a parallel communicating grammar
system as above.
An n-tuple (x1; : : : ; xn), where xi ∈ (N ∪T ∪K)∗; 16i6n, is called a con>guration
of . (S1; : : : ; Sn) is said to be the initial con>guration.
PC grammar systems change their con%gurations by performing direct derivation
steps.
Denition 3. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn); n¿1, be a parallel communicating grammar
system and let (x1; : : : ; xn) and (y1; : : : ; yn) be two con%gurations of .
We say that (x1; : : : ; xn) directly derives (y1; : : : ; yn), denoted by (x1; : : : ; xn)⇒
(y1; : : : ; yn), if one of the following two cases holds:
1. There is no xi which contains any query symbol, that is, xi ∈ (N ∪T )∗ for all
16i6n. Then, for each i; 16i6n; xi⇒Giyi (yi is obtained from xi by a direct
derivation step in Gi) for xi =∈T ∗ and xi =yi for xi ∈T ∗.
2. There is some xi; 16i6n, which contains at least one occurrence of a query
symbol.
For each xi; 16i6n, with |xi|K =0 we write xi = z1Qi1z2Qi2 : : : ztQit zt+1, where
zj ∈ (N ∪T )∗; 16j6t + 1, and Qil ∈K; 16l6t. If |xil |K =0 for each l; 16l6t,
then yi = z1xi1z2xi2 : : : zt xit zt+1 and (a) in returning systems we have yil = Sil , while (b)
in non-returning systems we have yil = xil ; 16l6t. If |xil |K =0 for some l; 16l6t,
then yi = xi. For all j; 16j6n, for which yj is not speci%ed above, yj = xj.
Let ⇒∗ denote the reOexive and transitive closure of ⇒. Let the language
generated by the component Gi be denoted by L(Gi), that is, L(Gi)= {x∈T ∗ | (S1; : : : ;
Si; : : : ; Sn) ⇒∗ (x1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xn) for some x1; : : : ; xn ∈ (N ∪T ∪K)∗ such that x= xi}.
Then, the language generated by the system  is L()=L(Gi) where Gi is the master
component of the system.
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The class of languages generated by returning PC grammar systems having at most
n context-free components, where n¿1, is denoted by L(PCnCF).
3. Five components are enough to generate any recursively enumerable language
Clearly, L(PC1CF)=L(CF) and inclusions L(PCnCF)⊆L(PCn+1CF) and
L(PCnCF)⊆L(RE), where n¿1, are obvious from the de%nitions. It is also known
that PC grammar systems with two components can generate non-context-free languages
(see [2,5]). Moreover, the main result from [3] says that L(PC11CF)=L(RE), and
the problem of the optimality of this result is formulated.
We contribute here to this issue, by improving the result from [3] in an unexpected
degree: we show that returning parallel communicating grammar systems with %ve
context-free components are able to generate any recursively enumerable language.
Theorem 1. L(PC5CF)=L(RE).
Proof. By [3] we only have to prove the inclusion L(RE)⊆L(PC5CF). Let T =
{a1; : : : ; an}; n¿1, be an alphabet and let L⊆T ∗ be a recursively enumerable language
such that L=L(P) for an EPC P=({(u1; v1); : : : ; (um; vm)}, (za1 ; : : : ; zan)) as above.
We construct a returning PC grammar system  with %ve context-free components
which generates L and simulates P.  builds strings u∈{u1; : : : ; um}∗; z ∈{za1 ; : : : ; zan}∗,
v= {v1; : : : ; vm}∗, with corresponding subscripts for the uij ; vij , “blocks”, and checks
if uz= v holds. If the equality holds; that is, if the string ai1 : : : ait represented by
z= zai1 : : : zait is in L, then  generates the represented string ai1 : : : ait . To be more
precise, instead of the strings uz and v over the alphabet {1; 2};  builds strings QuQz and
Qv which contain the same number of occurrences of a certain nonterminal as the integer
value they represent; that is, for a certain nonterminal A∈N; | Qx|A= val(x); x∈{uz; v}.
This way the checking of the equality uz= v can be achieved by comparing the number
of occurrences of the nonterminal A in the strings QuQz and Qv. Let =(N; K; T; Gsel1; Gsel2;
Gst1; Gst2; Gexe), be the PC grammar system with
N = {A; S; S ′; I; (i); (i)′; (i)p; [j]; [j]′; [j]p; F; F1; F2; E; Ep;
Dp; Cs | 16 i 6 m; 16 j 6 n; 16 p6 7; 16 s6 6};
K = {Qsel1; Qsel2; Qst1; Qst2; Qexe};
and G' =(N ∪K; T; P'; S) for '∈{sel1; sel2; st1; st2; exe}, where the master grammar
is Gsel2. The rule sets are as follows:
Psel1 = {S → I; S → Qsel2; S → (i); (i)→ (i)′; S → aj[j]; [j]→ [j]′;
(i)p → (i)p+1; [j]p → [j]p+1; Ep → Ep+1 | 16 i 6 m;
16 j 6 n; p ∈ {1; 3; 5}}
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∪{(i1)7 → (i2)′; (i)7 → aj[j]′; (i)7 → E; [j1]7 → aj2 [j2]′;
[j]7 → E; E7 → E; E7 → F; F1 →  | 16 i; i1; i2 6 m;
16 j; j1; j2 6 n};
Psel2 = {S → Qsel1; I → I ′; I ′ → Qsel1; F → F1}
∪{(i)′ → (i)1; [j]′ → [j]1; E → E1; (i)p → (i)p+1; [j]p → [j]p+1;
Ep → Ep+1 | 16 i 6 m; 16 j 6 n; p ∈ {2; 4; 6}}:
These two components are used for selecting the index of a string pair of the EPC
P. If the parts of u and v which have their representations already built are denoted
by u′ and v′, and the nonterminal (i); 16i6m, is chosen, then the strings will be
updated to represent u′ui and v′vi. If the representations of u and v are complete, the
part of z being already represented is denoted by z′, and the nonterminal [j]; 16j6n,
is chosen, then the strings will be updated to represent uz′zaj and v.
These components also signal the end of the process of building the representing
strings and the start of the phase of checking the equality of the complete representa-
tions of uz and v.
Pst1 = {S → S ′; S ′ → Qexe; I ′ → Qsel1; E → ; F → }
∪{(i)′ → ; [j]′ →  | 16 i 6 m; 16 j 6 n}
∪{Dp → Dp+1; Cs → Cs+1 | 36 p6 6; 26 s6 5}
∪{D7 → Qsel1; C6 → Qsel1};
Pst2 = {S → S ′; S ′ → Qexe; I ′ → Qsel1; E4 → ; F → ; D3 → Qsel1;
C2 → Qsel1}
∪{(i)4 → ; [j]4 → ; (i)′ → (i)1; (i)p → (i)p+1; [j]′ → [j]1;
[j]p → [j]p+1; E → E1; Ep → Ep+1 | 16 i 6 m;
16 j 6 n; 16 p6 3}:
These components store the representations of v and uz, respectively. After the selection
of (ui; vi) or (aj; zaj), the stored sentential forms are passed to Pexe to realize the
modi%cations needed to obtain representations of uui and vvi, or uzzaj and v.
Pexe = {S → Qsel1; I → I ′; D1 → D2; D2 → D3; F → F1; F1 → F2}
∪{(i)′ → (Qst1)|vi|Aval(vi)D1 | 16 i 6 m}
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∪{(i)4 → (Qst2)|ui|Aval(ui)D1 | 16 i 6 m}
∪{{[j]′ → Qst1D1; [j]4 → (Qst2)|zaj |Aval(zaj )D1 | 16 j 6 n}
∪{E → Qst1C1; E4 → Qst2C1; A→ ; C1 → C2}:
This component performs the modi%cations on the representations of u; v; z according
to the choice made by the %rst pair of components above. During the equality checking
process, this component is used for deleting the nonterminals of the string representa-
tions stored in the components Gst1; Gst2. If the deletion process ends at the same step,
that is, the number of nonterminals is the same in both sentential forms, then uz= v
holds, and the terminal word ai1 : : : ait represented by z= zai1 : : : zait is generated by the
master component.
Now we demonstrate the work of  in more detail. The initial con%guration and the
%rst few steps of the system are as follows:
(S; S; S; S; S)⇒ (I; Qsel1; S ′; S ′; Qsel1)⇒ (S; I; S ′; S ′I)
⇒ ((i)=aj[j]; I ′; Qexe; Qexe; I ′)⇒ ((i)=aj[j]; I ′; I ′; I ′; S)
⇒ ((i)′=aj[j]′; Qsel1; Qsel1; Qsel1; Qsel1);
where 16i6m; 16j6n, and the use of the “= ” sign indicates the possible presence
of two diKerent sentential forms of the %rst component Gsel1. It is easy to see that
choosing any other rules for the %rst rewriting step would lead the system to a blocking
con%guration. The selection of the nonterminal (i) or [j] means that the building of
the representations of uz and v will start with the pair ui; vi or with the string zaj ,
respectively. Now,
((i)′; Qsel1; Qsel1; Qsel1; Qsel1)⇒ (S; (i)′; (i)′; (i)′; (i)′)
and
(aj[j]′; Qsel1; Qsel1; Qsel1; Qsel1)⇒ (S; aj[j]′; aj[j]′; aj[j]′; aj[j]′)
are the two possibilities for the system to continue the derivation. In a more general
notation, the obtained con%gurations are:
(S; (i)′; v′(i)′; u′(i)′; (i)′) (1)
and
(S; w′[j]′; Qv[j]′; Quz′[j]′; aj[j]′) (2)
where v′; u′; z′ ∈ ({A}∪T )∗ denote the representations of the pre%xes of v; u; z ∈{1; 2}∗
that have already been built. (Note that the strings Qv and Quz′ may also contain terminal
symbols, but this fact does not interfere with the number of nonterminals A on which
the representation is based.) The string w′ ∈T ∗ is the terminal word represented by z′.
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First we show that starting from (1), the system reaches
((i)7; S; v′v′iD7; u
′u′iD3; S);
where v′v′i ; u
′u′i ∈{A}∗ denote the representations modi%ed according to the chosen pair
(ui; vi). The %rst steps of the system are
(S; (i)′; v′(i)′; u′(i)′; (i)′)⇒ (Qsel2; (i)1; v′; u′(i)1; Qst1 : : : Qst1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
|vi|
A : : : A
︸ ︷︷ ︸
val(vi)
D1)
producing
((i)1; S; S; u′(i)1; v′v′iD1);
and then
((i)1; S; S; u′(i)1; v′v′iD1)⇒ ((i)2; Qsel1; S ′; u′(i)2; v′v′iD2)
⇒ (S; (i)2; S ′; u′(i)2; v′v′iD2)
⇒ (Qsel2; (i)3; Qexe; u′(i)3; v′v′iD3)
⇒ ((i)3; S; v′v′iD3; u′(i)3; S):
Now Gexe is ready to update the next representation:
((i)4; Qsel1; v′v′iD4; u
′(i)4; Qsel1)⇒ (S; (i)4; v′v′iD4; u′(i)4; (i)4)
⇒ (Qsel2; (i)5; v′v′iD5; u′; Qst2 : : : Qst2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
|ui|
A : : : A
︸ ︷︷ ︸
val(ui)
D1)
⇒ ((i)5; S; v′v′iD5; S; u′u′iD1);
and then, after a few steps, the system reaches the desired con%guration:
((i)5; S; v′v′iD5; S; u
′u′iD1)⇒ ((i)6; Qsel1; v′v′iD6; S ′; u′u′iD2)
⇒ (S; (i)6; v′v′iD6; S ′; u′u′iD2)
⇒ (Qsel2; (i)7; v′v′iD7; Qexe; u′u′iD3)
⇒ ((i)7; S; v′v′iD7; u′u′iD3; S):
Now the system may continue by choosing another nonterminal (i2); 16i26m,
and then, in a similar manner, it reaches a con%guration of type (1) again, or it
may continue by choosing a nonterminal [j]; 16j6n, producing a con%guration of
type (2).
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In the second case, starting from (2), we obtain the following derivation:
(S; w′aj[j]′; Qv[j]′; Quz′aj[j]′; aj[j]′)
⇒ (Qsel2; w′aj[j]1; Qv; Quz′aj[j]1; ajQst1D1)
⇒ (w′aj[j]1; S; S; Quz′aj[j]1; aj QvD1)
⇒ (w′aj[j]2; Qsel1; S ′; Quz′aj[j]2; aj QvD2)
⇒ (S; w′aj[j]2; S ′; Quz′aj[j]2; aj QvD2)
⇒ (Qsel2; w′aj[j]3; Qexe; Quz′aj[j]3; aj QvD3)
⇒ (w′aj[j]3; S; aj QvD3; Quz′aj[j]3; S):
There was no need to update Qv, the representation of v, so it is unchanged. (The
terminal symbols aj have no eKect on the number of occurrences of the nonterminal A
contained by the sentential form, so we continue to denote aj Qv by Qv only.) Continuing
this derivation, the system proceeds as follows:
(w′aj[j]4; Qsel1; QvD4; Quz′aj[j]4; Qsel1)
⇒ (S; w′aj[j]4; QvD4; Quz′aj[j]4; w′aj[j]4)
⇒ (w′aj[j]5; S; QvD5; Quz′aj; w′aj Qst2 : : : Qst2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
|zaj |
A : : : A
︸ ︷︷ ︸
val(zaj )
D1)
⇒ (w′aj[j]5; S; QvD5; S; w′aj Quz′aj : : : Quz′ajA : : : AD1):
The presence of the terminal symbols has no eKect on the number of occurrences of
the nonterminal A in the sentential form of the last component, so we may denote this
string by Quz′z′aj . Continuing the derivation we obtain:
(w′aj[j]5; S; QvD5; S; Quz′z′ajD1)⇒ (w′aj[j]6; Qsel1; QvD6; S ′; Quz′z′ajD2)
⇒ (S; w′aj[j]6; QvD6; S ′; Quz′z′ajD2)⇒ (Qsel2; w′aj[j]7; QvD7; Qexe; Quz′z′ajD3)
⇒ (w′aj[j]7; S; QvD7; Quz′z′ajD3; S):
With the next step, component Gsel1 either chooses another nonterminal [j2]; 16j26n,
and then the system reaches a con%guration of type (2) again, or it chooses the nonter-
minal E, signaling that the representations of uz and v are not going to be updated any
more, but the process of comparing the strings starts. In the second case, the system
reaches
(wE;Qsel1; QvQsel1; Qu QzQsel1; Qsel1) (3)
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and then continues as follows:
(wE;Qsel1; QvQsel1; Qu QzQsel1; Qsel1)⇒ (S; wE; QvwE; Qu QzwE; wE)
⇒ (Qsel2; wE1; Qvw; Qu QzwE1; wQst1C1)
⇒ (wE1; S; S; Qu QzwE1; QvC1);
where Qvw and Qu Qzw can again be denoted by Qv and Qu Qz (because w is a terminal word).
Thus, we have
(wE1; S; S; Qu QzE1; QvC1)⇒ (wE2; Qsel1; S ′; Qu QzE2; QvC2)
⇒ (S; wE2; S ′; Qu QzE2; QvC2)⇒ (Qsel2; wE3; Qexe; Qu QzE3; Qv′C2);
where the number of occurrences of the nonterminal A contained in Qv′ is one less than
in Qv, |Qv′|A= |Qv|A − 1. After that, we obtain
(wE3; S; Qv′C2; Qu QzE3; S)⇒ (wE4; Qsel1; Qv′C3; Qu QzE4; Qsel1)
⇒ (S; wE4; Qv′C3; Qu QzE4; wE4)⇒ (Qsel2; wE5; Qv′C4; Qu Qz; wQst2C1)
⇒ (wE5; S; Qv′C4; S; w Qu QzC1)⇒ (wE6; Qsel1; Qv′C5; S ′; w Qu QzC2);
where w QuQz can again be denoted by QuQz. Then we have
(wE6; Qsel1; Qv′C5; S ′; Qu QzC2)⇒ (S; wE6; Qv′C5; S ′; Qu QzC2)
⇒ (Qsel2; wE7; Qv′C6; Qexe; Qu Qz′C2)⇒ (wE7; S; Qv′C6; Qu Qz′C2; S):
The number of occurrences of the nonterminal A in Qu Qz′ is again one less than in QuQz.
Now the system can continue deleting occurrences of A, introducing E again in the
%rst component Gsel1, and reaching a con%guration of type (3), or it can introduce F
in the sentential form of Gsel1, obtaining
(wF;Qsel1; Qv′Qsel1; Qu Qz′Qsel1; Qsel1)⇒ (S; wF; Qv′wF; Qu Qz′wF; wF):
Now if both Qv′ and QuQz′ are terminal words, that is, if Qv and QuQz contained the same
number of occurrences of the nonterminal A, the system %nishes its work in two
rewriting steps, otherwise its work is blocked:
(S; wF; Qv′wF; Qu Qz′wF; wF)⇒ (Qsel2; wF1; Qv′w; Qu Qz′w; wF1)
⇒ (wF1; S; Qv′w; Qu Qz′w; wF1)⇒ (w;Qsel2; Qv′w; Qu Qz′w; wF2)
⇒ (S; w; Qv′w; Qu Qz′w; wF2):
If these last steps were possible, then the system generated the terminal word w
(remember that the master grammar is Gsel2). Thus, any word w∈L=L(P) can be
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generated by . Since the derivations leading to a terminal word in  are the deriva-
tions described above, L()=L(P) holds. Hence, we proved the result.
4. Final remarks
We have shown that returning parallel communicating grammar systems with %ve
context-free components describe the class of recursively enumerable languages. We
do not know if this result can be further improved. Speci%cally, it is an open problem
even for n=2 whether the family L(PCnCF) is equal to L(RE).
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